
Attachment A

ETY LIMIT 2.1.1 ND E I L 4 2.

REVISED FN PARTIAL POWER HULTIPLIER
hH

A.

B.

DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST

This license amendment request (LAR) proposes to revise Technical
Specification 3/4.2.3, "RCS Flow Rate and Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot
Channel Factor," Figure 3.2-3b, "RCS Total Flowrate Versus R (Unit 2),"
and Safety Limits Bases 2.1.1, "Reactor Core," to change the FN

hH
partial power multiplier from 0.2 to 0.3 for Unit 2. No change is
necessary in the FN limit at full power. This LAR also proposes to

hH
revise Figure 2.1-lb, "Reactor Core Safety Limit (Unit 2)," and to change
the overtemperature hT reactor trip setpoint constants in Table 2.2-1
for both units.

The proposed changes to the Technical Specifications of Operating License
Nos. DPR-80 and DPR-82 are noted in the marked-up copy of the applicable
Technical Specifications (Attachment Al).

JUSTIFICATION

The proposed revision would allow optimization of the core loading
pattern by minimizing the restriction on FN at lower power levels.N
This revision will also minimize the need to make rod insertion limit
changes in future reload cycles to satisfy peaking factor criteria at
low power. The NRC has approved this change for Unit 1 (License
Amendment 10 to Operating License DPR-SO).

The increase in the partial power multiplier from 0.2 to 0.3 affects the
DNBR calculations. Therefore, to ensure adequate core protection, the
reactor core safety limits were reevaluated. This evaluation determined
that the reactor core safety limit curve for Unit 2 and its
overtemperature hT setpoint equation constants should be revised.
Revision of the equation constants is applicable to both units since the
Unit 2 analysis envelopes the Unit 1 analysis. The overtemperature hT
reactor trip setpoint will be modified on Unit 2 during the first
refueling outage. The Unit 1 modification will be implemented during the
Unit 1 second refueling outage.

Westinghouse performed a safety evaluation for the revised FN partial
hH

power multiplier (Attachment A2) and determined that the conclusions of
the accident analysis are not affected by the proposed changes.
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C. SAFETY EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the hazard considerations involved with the proposed
amendment, focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c)
as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the procedures
in paragraph 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license for
a facility licensed under paragraph 50.21(b) or paragraph 50.22 or for a
testing facility involves no significant hazards considerations, if
operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would
not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the no significant hazards
consideration standards.

l. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This LAR proposes to change the F" partial power multiplier for
hH

Unit 2, the safety limit curve for Unit 2, and the constants in the
overtemperature hT reactor trip setpoint equation for both units.
Westinghouse performed a reanalysis of the non-loss-of-coolant
accidents (non-LOCA) affected by the proposed changes. Westinghouse
determined that the conclusions presented in the DCPP FSAR Update
for LOCA and non-LOCA remai n valid. The LOCA analyses were
performed at rated power conditions which bound all partial power
conditions. The F" has no increase at rated power, and therefore,

hH

a partial power F" increase has no impact on the LOCA analyses.
hH

Therefore, these changes do not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed changes do not necessitate physical alteration of the
plant or changes to operating procedures. Therefore, the changes do
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.
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3. Does the change involve a signif1cant reduction 1n a marg1n of
safety?

As indicated above, the proposed changes do not affect the
conclusions of the accident analyses. Therefore, the changes do not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

D. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above safety evaluation, PGandE concludes that the
activities associated with this license amendment request satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and,
accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration find1ng is justified.

E. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the proposed change and determined that the change
does not involve (1) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a
significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of
any effluents that may be released offsite, or (111) a significant
1ncrease in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.
Accordingly, the proposed change meets the eligibil1ty criterion for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore,
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an environmental assessment of the proposed
change is not required.

1347S/0049K -3-
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TABLE 2. 2-1 Continued

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

TABLE NOTATIONS

NOTE 1: OVERTEMPERATURE hT

hT < AT t.Kf K2 ~1+t S (T-T )+K3(P-P )-f~(b,I)7
1+t2S

Where: hT
0

P

~1+T S

1+tzS

Indicated hT at RATED THERMAL POWER;

Average temperature, F;

< 576.6 F for Unit 1 and < 577.6 F for Unit 2 Reference T „ at
RATED THERMAL POWER;

Pressurizer pressure, psig;

2235 psig (indicated RCS nominal operating pressure);

The function generated by the lead-lag controller for Tavgdynamic compensation;

Xm
K

8

Tg 5 Tz

S = Laplace transform operator, s-;
K~ = ~i%;

O.o< >%q/ F
Kz = ~&5ey +;

Oe ohio $ 0 ps(9
K3—

Time constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for T „ , t~ = 30 s,
=4s. ~ avg'
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TABLE 2.2-1 (Continued)

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

TABLE NOTATIONS (Continued)

and f> (DI) is a function of the indicated difference between top and bottom detectors

of the power-range nuclear ion chambers; with gains to be selected based on measured
instrument response during plant startup tests such that:

(i) for q
-

q between - 32K and + MX, f> (bI) = 0

(where q and q are percent RATED THERMAL POWER in the top and bottom

halves of the core respectively, and q + qb is total THERMAL POWER in
percent of RATED THERMAL POWER).

(ii) for each percent that the magnitude of (qt -
qb) exceeds - 32K,

?..02
the bT Trip Setpoint shall be automatically reduced by ~HI of
its value at RATED THERMAL POWER.

(iii) for each percent that the magnitude of (qt -
qb) exceeds + MX,

lA54
the bT Trip Setpoint shall be automatically reduced by ~X of
its value at RATED THERMAL POWER.

NOTE 2: The channel s maximum Trip Setpoint shall not exceed its computed Trip Setpoint by more than 4X.
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2. 1 SAFETY LIMITS

BASES

2. 1. 1 REACTOR CORE

The restrictions of this Safety Limit prevent overheating of the fuel and
possible cladding perforation which would result in the release of fission
products to the reactor coolant. Overheating of the fuel cladding is prevented
by restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling regime where the
heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding sur face temperature is
slightly above the coolant saturation temperature.

Operation above the upper boundary of the nucleate boiling regime could
result in excessive cladding temperatures because of the onset of departure
from nucleate boiling (DNB) and the resultant sharp reduction in heat transfer
coefficient. DNB is not a directly measurable parameter during operation and
therefore THERMAL POWER and reactor coolant temperature and pressure have been
related to DNB through the R-Grid correlation. The R-Grid DNB correlation has
been developed to predict the DNB flux and the location of DNB for axially
uniform and non-uniform heat flux distributions. The local DNB heat flux ratio
(DNBR) is defined as the ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB at a
particular core location to the local heat flux and is indicative of the margin
to DNB.

The minimum value of the DNBR during steady-state operation, normal
operational transients, and anticipated transients is limited to 1.30. This
value corresponds to a 95X probability at a 95K confidence level that DNB will
not occur and is chosen as an appropriate margin to DNB for all operating
conditions.

The curves
Reactor Coolant
minimum DNBR is
is equal to the

of Figure 2. 1-1 show the loci of points of THERMAL POWER,

System pressure and average temperature for which the
no less than 1.30, or the average enthalpy at the vessel exit
enthalpy of saturated liquid.

The curves

a reference cosi
included for an

N

N

are based on an enthalpy hot channel fhctor, F
H

of 1.55 andN

ne with a peak of 1.55 for axial power shape. An allowance is
increase in F>H at reduced power based on the expression:N

1.55 f1+ 0.3 (1-P)]+hd~-

hH

where P is the fraction of RATED THERMAL POWER

Amendment Nos, ~~

These limiting heat flux conditions are higher than those calculated for
the range of all control rods fully withdrawn to the maximum allowable control
rod insertion assuming the axial power 'imbalance is within the limits of the
f, (hI) function of the Overtemperatur e trip. When the axial power imbalance
is not within the tolerance, the axial power imbalance effect on the Over-
temperature bT trip will reduce the Setpoints to provide protection consistent
with core Safety Limits.
DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8 2 B 2-1
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS

3/4.2.3 RCS FLOW RATE AND NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT CHANNEL FACTOR

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.2.3 The combination of indicated Reactor Coolant System (RCS) total flow
rate, and R shall be maintained within the region of allowable operation shown
on Figure 3.2-3a for Unit 1 and Figure 3.2-3b for Unit 2 for four loop
operation.

Where:

a. 1.49 1.0 + .3 l.

b.

C.

THERMAL PDWER , and
E HERBAL OWER

F~ = Measured values of F~ obtained by using the movable incoreN N

detectors to obtain a power distribution map. The measured

values of F>H shall be used to calculate R since Figure 3.2-3a
for Unit 1 and Figure 3.2-3b for Unit 2 include measurement
uncertainties of 3.5X for flow and 4X for incore measurement

Nof FpHo

APPLICABILITY: MODE l.
ACTION:

With the combination of RCS total flow rate and R outside the region of
acceptable operation shown on Figure 3.2-3a for Unit 1 and Figure 3.2-3b
for Unit 2:

a. Within 2 hours either:

1. Restore the combination of RCS total flow rate and R to within
the above limits, or

'. Reduce THERMAL POWER to less than 50K of RATED THERMAL POWER

and reduce the Power Range Neutron Flux - High Trip Setpoint to
less than or equal to 55K of RATED THERMAL POWER within the
next 4 hours.

DIABLO CANYON " UNITS 1 8( 2 3/4 2-9 Amendment Nos.~M
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Attachment A2

HE TIN E A VL TIN

REVISED FN PARTIAL POHER MULTIPLIER
hH
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DIABLO CANYON UNIT 2 SAFETY EVALUATION

FOR REVISED F~HPART POWER MULTIPLIER

Introduction and Summar

Historically, increasing the allowable F
H

'with decreasing power

has been permitted for all previously approved Westinghouse designs. The

increase is permitted by the DNB protection set points and allows for radial
power distribution changes with rod insertion tb the insertion limit. The

current Diablo Canyon Technical Specifications (Section 3/4 2.3) require a 0.2

part power multiplier on F>H for Unit 2. The NRC has in recent
years approved a 0.3 part power multiplier for a number of operating plants
such as Diablo Canyon Unit 1, Turkey Point, R. E. Ginna, Trojan, Cook Unit 1,
Zion, Indian Point Unit 3, Point Beach and Surry. Described in this submittal
is a change to the Diablo Canyon Technical Specifications reflecting a design

change in the F<H part power multiplier for Unit 2.

The results of
limit'analysis
slope from 0.2
relationships:

the Diablo Canyon Unit 2 F
H

Technical Specification
indicate that the limit may be modified by changing the limit.
to 0.3 at reduced power, resulting in the following

F~H ( 1.55 [1.0 + 0.3(l-P)]

where: P = fraction of rated thermal power

The only change from the current F
H

Technical Specification is
the multiplier on the quantity (1-P) from 0.2 to 0.3. No change was made in
the F>H limit at full power.

4471L:b-l)0103
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This change is requested for Diablo Canyon. Unit 2 to allow optimization of the

core loading pattern by minimizing restrictions on the F
H

at low

power. This change will also minimize the probability of making rod insertion

limit changes in future reload cycles to satisfy peaking factor criteria at

lower power.

The enclosed safety evaluation concluded that the modification of the

F>H part power multiplier from 0.2 to value of 0.3 does not result
in an unreviewed safety question, nor does it involve a significant hazards

consideration.

THERMAL-HYDRAULICDESIGN EVALUATION

The proposed Diablo Canyon Technical Specification changes for Unit 2 which

impact DNBR evaluation is the value of F>H determined from the
\

following equation:

F~H
( 1.55 [1 + K(1-P)]

where: K has increased from 0.2 to 0.3

F>H
= measured radial peaking factor with appropriate uncertainties

P = fractional core power level at less than 1004 Rated Power or,

1.0 at greater than or equal to 1005 Rated Power

The increase in the part power multiplier'(K) from 0.2 to 0.3 has a direct
impact on DNBR calculations. The core limits for Diablo Canyon Unit 2

(reflected in Technical Specifications Figure 2.1"1b) represent restrictions
of average enthalpy at the vessel exit and minimum DNBR.

li7TL:6 610303
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The average enthalpy at the vessel exit must be less than the enthalpy of
saturated liquid to assure the proportionality between vessel hT and core

power. The exit enthalpy restriction is more limiting than DNHR at low rate
fluxes, and vessel exit limit lines are not impacted by the radial peaking

factor as shown in the following relation:

=h. +~ ~ hout in 6 sat

where:

h t = average coolant enthalpy at vessel exit (BTU/lb )out

in vessel inlet coolant enthalpy (BTU/lb )

total core power (BTU/hr)

total core coolant flow (lb /hr)

Therefore, a change in radial peaking factor will not impact core limits at
power levels restricted by vessel exit boiling limits.

At power levels greater or equal to 100'/ Rated Power F
>

is not

impacted by K (i.e., 1-P=O) and the peak F
<

used to generate the

core limits at these power levels is unchanged. The core limits, though

restricted by ONHR at these power levels, will not change. The core limits at
power levels less than 100/ rated power which are not restricted by vessel

exit boiling limits will be impacted by the change in the part power

multiplier.

4l77LMTOl03
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NUCLEAR DESIGN EVALUATION

The proposed Technical Specification basis changes do not impact the other.
nuclear design bases used to evaluate the reload cores. The standard

calculational methods described in MCAP-9272-P-A, "westinghouse Reload Safety

Evaluation methodology" continue to apply, As is current practice, each

reload core design is evaluated to assure that design and safety limits are

satisfied according to this reload methodology: The 0.3 multiplier in
conjunction with the Technical Specifications control rod insertion limits
insures that peaking factor limits are not exceeded during anticipated power

control maneuvers.

ACCIDENT EVALUATION

The methods used for accident evaluations are described in MCAP"9272-P-A and

are the same as those applied to all Hestinghouse reloads.

To ensure adequate core protection, the Reactor Core Safety Limits were

,reevaluated due to the increased F<H part power multiplier. Since

this evaluation determined that the reactor core setpoints should be revised>

the current nvertemperature aT setpcint equaticn constants as given in the

plant Technical Specifications are being changed.

Reanalysis was performed for non-LOCA accident'events affected and the

conclusions for the non-LOCA analyses ar'e found to remain valid as'presented

in the revised Diablo Canyon FSAR.

The current large and small break LOCA analysis of record remain applicable
for an F

H
increase at partial powers. The LOCA analyses areN

performed at rated power conditions which bound all partial power conditions.
The F>H has no incr ease at rated power, and therefore, a partialN

power F>H increase has no impact on the LOCA analyses.N

s le1 ~ a ~ ~ 0<
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Attachment B

REF ELIN HTE T A E

LAT R B R N EN R TI N

A. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST

This license amendment request (LAR) proposes to increase the refueling
water storage tank (RHST) and accumulator boron concentration. The RHST
boron concentration is to be increased from between 2000 ppm and 2200 ppm
to between 2300 ppm and 2500 ppm. The accumulator boron concentration is
to be increased from between 1900 ppm and.2200 ppm to between 2200 ppm
and 2500 ppm. The proposed boron concentration change for the RWST and
accumulators affects the following Technical Specifications:

Technical Specification 3.1.2.5 Borated Water Sources — Shutdown

Technical Specification 3.1.2.6 Borated Hater Sources — Operating

Technical Specification 3.5.1 Accumulators

Technical Specification 3.5.5 Refueling Water Storage Tank

Bases 3/4.1.2 Boration Systems

Bases 3/4.5.5 Refueling Water Storage Tank

Bases 3/4.6.2.2 Spray Additive System

The proposed changes to the Technical Specifications of Operating License
Nos. DPR-80 and DPR-82 are noted in the marked-up copy of the applicable
Technical Specifications (Attachment Bl).

B. JUSTIFICATION

The solution in the RHST and accumulators is required to have enough
boron concentration to maintai n the core subcritical following a large
break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). For Cycle 1 on both units and
Cycle 2 on Unit 1, the present minimum boron concentrations of 2000 ppm
for the RHST and 1900 ppm for the accumulators are capable of maintaining
the core subcritical. However, the reload safety evaluation (RSE) for
Unit 2, Cycle 2 determined that the proposed increase in boron
concentration is required for Cycle 2 operation. The proposed increased
boron concentrations will also support future core designs with longer
fuel cycles and higher burnup which may require higher boron
concentration in the emergency core cooling system water.

1347S/0049K
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The boron concentration of the RHST and accumulators will be increased
during the first refueling outage for Unit 2. The increase in boron
concentration for Unit 1 will be implemented during the Unit 1 second
refueling outage. Due to operational constraints, it is difficult to
change the concentration of the RHST and accumulators with the unit in
operation.

The proposed boron concentration range for the RHST is from 2300 to 2500
ppm with a corresponding accumulator boron concentration range of from
2200 to 2500. Hestinghouse performed a safety evaluation for the boron
concentration change (Attachment B2) and determined that the proposed
boron concentration increases will have no adverse impact on the non-LOCA
analysis, the LOCA analysis or LOCA related design considerations. Also,
the minimum solution temperature of 35'F for the RHST was reviewed and
determined to be adequate for the increased boron concentration.

The proposed revisions to the Bases for Technical Specifications 3/4.1.2,
"Boration Systems," 3/4.5.5, "Refueling Hater Storage Tank," and
3/4.6.2.2, "Spray Additive System," provide additional information on the
basi s of these Technical Specifications. The additional information
describes the basis for the minimum and maximum boron concentration. The
proposed revision also adds information on the pH range of the solution
recirculated within containment after a LOCA.

C. SAFETY EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the hazards considerations involved with the
proposed amendment, focusing on the three standards set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to
the procedures in paragraph 50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed
under paragraph 50.21(b) or paragraph 50.22 or for a
testing facility involves no significant hazards
considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of
an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from
any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the no significant hazards
consideration standards.

1347S/0049K





1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This license amendment request proposes to increase the boron
concentration in the RWST from between 2000 and 2200 ppm to between
2300 to 2500 ppm and correspondingly increase the accumulator boron
concentration from between 1900 and 2200 ppm to between 2200 and
2500 ppm. This change is required for Unit 2, Cycle 2 in order to
meet the post-LOCA shutdown requirement of maintaining the core
subcri tical on boron alone following a large break LOCA. This
change is not required for Unit 1, Cycle 2.

Westinghouse performed a safety evaluation and concluded that the
proposed boron concentration increase will have no adverse impact on
the non-LOCA analysis, the LOCA analysis, or LOCA related design
considerations. Also the conclusions in Chapter 15 of the FSAR
Update remain valid. Therefore, this change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated?

As discussed above, the proposed boron concentration increase for
the RWST and accumulators will have no adverse impact on the
accident analysis or LOCA related design considerations. Also, the
conclusion in Chapter 15 of the FSAR Update remain valid.
Therefore, this license amendment request does not create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety?

As indicated above, the proposed changes do not affect the
conclusions of the accident analyses. Therefore, the changes do not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

D. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above safety evaluation, PGandE concludes that the
activities associated with this license amendment request satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 51.92(c) and,
accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is ]ustified.

E. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the proposed change and determined that the change
does not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a
significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of
any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant

1347S/0049K -3-





increase in individual or cumulative occupation radiation exposure.
Accordingly, the proposed change meets the eligibility criterion for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore,
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an environmental assessment of the proposed
change is not required.

1347S/0049K
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BORATED WATER SOURCE - SHUTDOWN

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.5 As a minimum, one of the following borated water sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. A Boric Acid Storage System and at least one associated heat tracing
channel with:

1) A minimum contained borated water volume of 835 gallons,

2) A boron concentration between 20,000 and 22,500 ppm, and

3) A minimum solution temperature of 145'F.

b. The Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) with:

1) A minimum contained borated water volume of 50,000 gallons,
230

2) A minimum boron concentration of ppm, and

3) A minimum solution temperature of 35 F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 5 and 6.

ACTION:

With no borated water source OPERABLE, suspend all operations involving CORE
ALTERATIONS or positive reactivity changes.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4. 1.2.5 The above required borated water source shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a ~

b.

At least once per 7 days by:

1) Verifying the boron concentration of the water,

2) Verifying the contained borated water volume, and

3) Verifying the boric acid storage tank solution temperature whenit is the source of borated water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when it
is the source of borated water and the outside ambient air temperature
is less than 35'F.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 8( 2 3/4 1-12 AMENDMENT NK.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS,

BORATED WATER SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.1.2.6 Each of the following borated water source(s) shall be OPERABLE:

a. A Boric Acid Storage System and at least one associated heat tracing
channel with:

A minimum contained borated water volume of 5106 gallons,

2) A boron concentration between 20,000 and 22,500 ppm, and

3) A minimum solution temperature of 145'F.

b. The Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) with:

2)

A contained borated water volume of greater than or equal to
400,000 gallons,

2300 2500
A boron concentration between ~ and ~ ppm, and

3) A minimum solution temperature of 35'F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

a. With the Boric Acid Storage System inoperable, restore the system
to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and borated to a SHUTDOWN MARGIN equivalent
to at least 1X hk/k at 200'F; restore the Boric Acid Storage System
to OPERABLE status within the next 7 days or be in COLD SHUTDOWN
within the next 30 hours.

b. With the RWST inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within
1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

I'IABLOCANYON - UNITS 1 8( 2 3/4 1"13 ANENDHEHT NGS.
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4. 5. 1 ACCUMULATORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.1 Each Reactor Coolant System accumulator shall be OPERABLE with:

a ~

b.

C.

The isolation valve open and power removed,

A contained borated water volume of between 836 and 864 cubic feet
of borated water,

2200 2600
A boron concentration of between ~ and ~ ppm, and

d. A nitrogen cover-pressure of between 595.5 and 647.5 psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2 and 3."

ACTION:

With one accumulator inoperable, except as a result of a closed
isolation valve, restore the inoperable accumulator to OPERABLE

status within 1 hour or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours.

b. With one accumulator inoperable due to the isolation v'alve being
closed, either immediately open the isolation valve or be in HOT

STANDBY within 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the following
6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.5.1.1 Each accumulator shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

aO At least once per 12 hours by:

1) Verifying the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover-pressure in the tanks, and

2) Verifying that each accumulator isolation valve is open.

"Pressurizer pressure above 1000 psig.

DIABLO CANYON — UNITS 1 8 2 3/4 5"1 AHENDHENT SOS.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.5 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.5 The Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) shall be OPERABLE with:

a. A minimum contained borated water volume of 400,000 gallons,
2300 . 2500

b. A boron concentration of between ~ and 4800-ppm, and

c. A minimum solution temperature of 354F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With the RWST inoperable, restore the tank to OPERABLE status within 1 hour or
be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the following 30,hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.5.5 The RWST shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

At least once per 7 days by:

1) Verifying the contained borated water volume in the tank, and

b.

2) Verifying the boron concentration of the water.

At least once per 24 hours by verifying the RWST temperature when
the outside ambient air temperature is less than 354F.

DIABLO CANYON " UNITS 1 8c 2 3/4 5-11 P NEAREST Nm.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4. l. l. 4 MINIMUM TEMPERATURE FOR CRITICALITY

This specification ensures that the reactor will not be made critical
with the Reactor Coolant System average temperature less than 541 F. This
limitation is required to ensure: (1) the moderator temperature coefficient is
within its analyzed temperature range, (2) the protective instrumentation is
within its normal operating range, (3) the pressurizer is capable of being in
an OPERABLE status with a steam bubble, and (4) the reactor vessel is above its
minimum RTNDT temperature.

w

3/4. 1. 2 BORATION SYSTEMS

The boron injection 'system ensures that negative reactivity control is
available during each mode of facility operation. The components required to
perform this function include: (1) borated water sources, (2) charging pumps,
(3) separate flow paths, (4) boric acid transfer pumps, (5) associated heat
tracing systems, and (6) an emergency power supply from OPERABLE diesel genera-
tors.

With the RCS aver age temperature above 200'F, a minimum of two boron
injection flow paths are required to ensure single functional capability in the
event an assumed failure renders one of the flow paths inoperable. The
boration capability of either flow path is sufficient to provide a SHUTDOWN

MARGIN from expected operating conditions of 1.6X hk/k after xenon decay and
cooldown to 2004F. The maximum expected boration capability requirement occurs
at EOL from full power equilibrium xenon conditions and requires 5106 gallons
of 20,000 ppm borated water from the boric acid storage tanks or 75,000 gallons
of ~ppm borated water from the refueling water storage tank.

2300
With the RCS temperature below 200 F, one Boron Injection System is

acceptable without single failure consideration on the basis of the stable
reactivity condition of the reactor and the additional restrictions prohibiting
CORE ALTERATIONS and positive reactivity change in the event the single injec-
tion system becomes inoperable.

The boron capability required below 2004F is sufficient to provide a
SHUTDOWN MARGIN of 3X hk/k after xenon decay and cooldown from 200 F to 140'F.
This condition requires either 835 gallons of 20,000 ppm borated water from
the boric acid storage tanks or 9690 gallons of &$9 ppm borated water from
the refueling water storage tank. 2300

The contained water volume limits include allowance for water not available
because of discharge line location and other physical characteristics.

The OPERABILITY of one Boron Injection System during REFUELING ensures
that this system is available for reactivity control while in MODE 6.

The. limits on contained Idater volume and boron corlcerltration oI %he RN5T
also ensure o. pH value of between 8.0 and 'I.5 for $he elution reorculoted
zikhin containment aAer p. LOCA. Win pH band'ninirnizes khe.evolution c4 iodine and
Nlnimizm khe eKed c4 chloride and CGuSHt'. 5he55 Corrosor3 on rnechaniml sySyn5 Qnd Cemponea-.

D ABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4 1-2 AHENDH&IT Nos.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4.5.5 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK

The OPERABILITY of the Refueling Mater Storage Tank (RWST) as part of the
ECCS ensures that a sufficient supply of borated water is available for injec-
tion by the ECCS in the event o

The contained water volume limit includes an allowance for water not usable
because of tank discharge line location or other physical

characteristics'ider

o LOCA or a. s>eamline tx.e~. 'the limits on EST m'minimum volume
and boron concenhation ensure +at: l) 5u@lcient lgaler is available toithin
containment 0o permit recimAaHon cooling Ciao Ro hate core; 2) %he reador mill remain
Sobcrikical in Ae cold condijion ( bSW ZI2 degrees- F) follyui~ a Small break.
LOca assume+ cornplele mixing ck We RU)ST, RCS, sprnq addiHve tank., co&ainmerd.
Spray eqslem piping and EBS ux&4r volumes uoBh all control rods fn~Ied except 4hq~ reactive co6frol rod assembly(ARK-I);3) %he reactor ~ill remain subcriHcol in
<he. cold condifion follouhng 0 large break LocA(break flag area. $reafer A3n 3 44 )
fuming ComPlde rn'izing ck 44e. RLUST, RH,ECCL tua0er and(Hher sources 4 iud.er
~h lay everHvaily reside I< lee sump Phoae-LOCA LIithall Cor~l rods assumed 4o

be DU> (.Apc); and q) long berm gggn}icaJig folio~in( L

streamline

break. 0%urhtg
A~-l SM preclude 4oel failure.

The rnaximurn allo|Uable ~lu.e Q)r Qe ku357 boron conc.entrohion'fc'™

+e ~sls ~r deferrninin0 Ae +me (gsf - LocA) t& Lohich operator schon l

required R SlUiM over 4he pcs ko ho(. lecI recircolai(on in order& avoid

~ @ecipHafion 8 +e SohLble been.

DIABLO CANYON "'NITS 1 8 2 B 3/4 5-3
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

BASES

3/4. 6. 2 DEPRESSURIZATION AND COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.6.2. 1 CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Containment Spray System ensures that containment
depressurization and cooling capability will be available in the event of a
LOCA. The pressure reduction and resultant lower containment leakage rate are
consistent with the assumptions used in the safety analyses.

The Containment Spray System and the Containment Cooling System are
redundant to each other in providing post accident cooling of the containment
atmosphere. However, the Containment Spray System also provides a* mechanism
for removing iodine from the containment atmosphere and therefore the time
requirements for restoring an inoperable Spray System to OPERABLE status have
been maintained consistent with that assigned other inoperable ESF equipment.

3/4.6.2.2 SPRAY ADDITIVE SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the Spray Additive System ensures that sufficient NaOH

is added to the containment spray in the event of a LOCA. The limits on NaOH

minimum volume and concentration ensur

The contained
water volume limit includes an allo ce for water not usable because of tank
discharge line location or other p ical characteristics. These assumptions
are consistent with the iodine re val efficiency assumed in the safety analyses.

3/4.6.2.3 CONTAINMENT COOLING SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the containment fan cooler units ensures that: (1) the
containment air temperature will be maintained within limits during normal
operation, (2) adequate heat removal capacity is available when operated in
conjunction with the containment spray systems during post LOCA conditions,
and (3) adequate mixing of the containment atmosphere following a LOCA to
prevent localized accumulations of hydrogen from exceeding the flammable limit.

The Containment Cooling System and the Containment Sp~ay System are
redundant to each other in providing post accident cooling of the containment
atmosphere. As a result of this redundancy in cooling capability, the allowable
out of service time requirements for the Containment Cooling System have been

appropriately adjusted. However, the allowable out of service time requirements
for the Containment Spray System have been maintained consistent with that
assigned other inoperable ESF equipment since the Containment Spray System
also provides a mechanism for removing iodine from the containment atmosphere.

o. PH value o$ between 80 o<d l.5 hr Ac solution recirculated ~ithin contQinmt'.nl

0~ter 0. LOCA.<Vis pH bond mintrntzes $ he e<olv$ ion of iodine and minimizes $ he

eKect of chloride and Caustic StresS Corrosion on emhanical sgsfems 6tld cpe~pnents.

DIABLO CANYON - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4 6-3
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DIAS'ANYONHER PUTZ
SAFETY EUPQl3tATION FOR

3. 0

Ghe laxge break Loss'-Coolant Accident (ID') analysis for the Diablo
Canyon Bower Plant (DCPP), Units 1 and 2, takes no nuit for contxol rod

y
must be deaanstrated an a cycle-specific basis that the cure can he

9
Systetn (EOCS) . Gida post-IDGE shutdcxm requirement has been met on both
units for cycle 3.. However, evaluations of reload fuel designs for longer
cycles and higher burrnq~ shaw that canformance is not assuaged with the
present plant configuration. In oxder to acheive adequate design
flexibilityfor future cycles, an increase in the accumulator and
xefueling water storage tank (RNST) borcn cxm~txation is required. 9he
proposed new boxan concentration range for the HIST is fran 2300 to 2500
lg ~ '
2200 to 2500 ppn. Gaia evaluation was performed to show that the proposed
change in boxan acenerrtmtion pmvides the necessaxy margin to post-ED'

d ~ ~ g

2.0 SCOPE OF EVhIIBZXGN

INNWh '

the boron cancentzatian ranges to 2300 —2500 pm for the HIST and 2200—
2500 ppn for the accumulators. This evaluation iderrtified the following
axeas in which the boron concentration incxease must be shown to have a
favorable or non~trinantal impact an the DCPP design basis:

'. Non-ID'ransient Analysis

2. ID'nalysis (10 CFR50.46)
o Small Brealcs
o large Breaks
o Xang~em Coxe Cooling
o Boron Precipitatian

3. ID'elated Design Cansidexatians
Rd i l~

o Hydrogen Pxoduction
o Equipnent Qualifications

Evaluation summaries for each of the above areas axe pxavided in 'the
following sections.

3.of 9
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3. 0 SAHWf EVMIIATICN

3.1 FSAR Non-ID'ransient Analysis

'Ihe EST, accumulators and the Safety Injection System (SIS) axe

SIS, bozated water fram the EST is delivered to the reactor coolant
system (RCS) in order to provide adequate core cooling as well as provide
sufficient negative reactivity follmrixxg steaxnline break txansients to
prevent e>essive fuel failures. Me accumulators are a passive system
and provide bozated water to the RCS when the system pressure ~m belcar
~raxinately 600 psig.

She only non-ID', safety an'yses in which boron fran the EST or
accumulators is ax~ted azex

Uncorxtrolled Bomn Dilutiaq (FSAR Section 15.2.4)

(FSAR &@~on 15.2. 13)

Spurious Operation of the Safety Injection System at Power
(FSAR Sectian 15.2.14)

Mixer Secondary System Pipe Breaks (FSAR Sectian 15.3.2)

Rupture of a Main Steam Line (FSAR Section 15.4.2.1)

Rupture of a Caxxtzol Rod Drive Mechanism Housing
(FSAR Section 15.4.6)

~ effect of an irx~ase in the minimum RNST boron cancentration fzam the
axra~wt level of 2000 gm to 2300 Hxn on each of these transients is
discussed belmr.

3.1.1 Uncantmlled Boron Dilutian

'Ihe refueling and staztup cases aze impacted by the proposed RNST boron
concentration ch-mge. Me higher concentzation increases the time to

'each criticality which ixxxeases the available apexator action time.
Ghmefoze, the net effect of the proposed boron carxmkratian incn~e is

. positive with regaxd to the bozan dilutian accident.

3.1.2 Accidental Depzessurization of the Main Steam System

An accidental depressurizatian of the main steam system results in a
cooldown of the RCS which, in the presence of a negative moch~tor
temperature coefficiexxt, causes a positive reactivity excursian. Borated
water fran the HHST enters the core fol3nwing actuatian of the SIS on

1m'of9
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pressurizer pressure. ~ negative reactivity provided by the 2000 ~
water fern the RRST limits the return to pm'o an a~able level so
that the @~ann ENBR remains abave the limiting value. As the transient
proceeds and more water fran the RNST reaches the RCS, the boron
concentration in the RCS cpadually increases, ultimate1y causing the core
to becca'ubcritical. If the EST boron concentration wexe inn~ed to
2300 ppm, unpre negative reactivity would be available to texaunate the
return to pm'ooner and at a reduced peak pm'eve1. Mus, the
maximum core heat flux reached willbe reduced. Additionally, the coze
would becxxne subcritical earlier in the transient. 9%us, the minhaum WHR
would he higher than for the case mu~ntly analyzed with 2000 ppm in the
HNST and the canclusions in the FSAR will remain valid.

3.1.3 Spuricas Opexatian of the Safety Injectian ciyttem at E'ower

Spuriaus actuation of the SIS while at power would result in a negative
reactivity excursion due to the inject~ boron fram the RNST. Me
decreasing reactor power causes a drop in the core avexage tennpezatuze and
coolant shrix9mge. If reactor ~ip on SIS actuatian is asnuned not to
occur, the reactor willultimately trip on lcd pressurizer pressure. We
departure Axe nucleate boilery ratio (ENBR) is never belmr the initial
value. If the EST boron oumentzatian were incensed fnxn the cxu~nt
~inunum value of 2000 ~ to 2300 pgn the negative reactivity excursion
would occur at a fast~ rate causing a more rapid drop in the core average
teagx~tuze and coolant shrinkage. She cuzrent FSAR analysis contains
cansexvative assumptions an boron ccementratian (e.g. 20,000 pgm B
injected) which hound the ixxa~e heing addressed hexa. As befoxe, the
KN3R willnever decrease belav the initial value. %tubs, the ~usians
in the FSAR will remain valid.

3.1.4 Minor Secandazy System Pipe Breaks

As discussed in the %SAR this event is hcamded by major secondary system
pipe ruptures discussed belch.

3.1.5 Rupture of a Main Steam Line

A rupture„of a main steam line results in a rapid cooldawn of the KS
which, in the presence of a negative moderator temperature coefficient,
causes a positive reactivity excursion. Borated water fnxn the EST
enters the core foU.owiixg actuation of the SIS on lear steam line
pressuxe. She negative reactivity provided by the 2000 pm water from the
HHST limits the return to paver to an aca~ble level so that the minixnum
IM3R resins above the limitingva1ue. As the transient pzo~ and more
water fram the EST reaches the RCS, the boron ccementration in the RCS

cpm3ually incmmses, ultimately causing the coze to becma su?xxitical.
If the RNST boron cancentratian wexe inn~ed to 2300 gm more negative
reactivity would he available to texminate the retuzn to paver sooner and
at a zeducxxi peak pm'evel. thus, the maxim core heat flux reached
willbe reduced. Mditionally, the core would becxxm subcritical earlier
in the transient. thus, the minihann ENBR would he higher than for the
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case currently analyzed with 2000 ~ in the RHST and the canc1usians in
the CESAR will remain valid.

3.1.6 I+pture of a Contxol Rod Drive Mechanism Housing

Follmrimp the ejection of a ccntml rad, the rapid nuclear paar e>zuxsion
causes the RCS to experience a large pressure rise due to the energy
relied into the coolant. ~ RCS pressure then drama as fluid inventory
is lost thmugh the break (a mxinaan of 2 square inches) in the contxol
rod housing. As the RCS pressure continues to dmp, actuatian of the SIS
on law pressurizer pressure will inject borated water fram the RHST into
the RCS. An ixx~ase in the RHST homn concentration fnxn the current
munimum of 2000 ppm to 2300 ~ will result, in mare rapid negative
reactivity insertion to the core and no interference with the core cooling
c;ability. thus, the ccamlusians in the %SAR remain valid.

3.1.7 Oanclusians - Nan-IDCL Transients

An incxease in the minimaun RHSI homn ocexxmtratian fmm 2000 ppn to 2300~ willhave no adverse impact upon the non-ID'ccident analyses. Ghe
conclusians a'tated in the FSAR will remain valid.

3.2 CESAR IDCL Analysis (10CFR 50.46)

For the full spectrum of IDCL postulated brealcs, the ECCS is designed to

10CFR50.46. Ghe analysis talces cnxh.t for pumped safety injectian fmm
the RHST arxl passive injection of aocuaaQ.ator water to prevent or mitigate
the resulting peak clad temperature excursion. Also, both cold and hat
1
lang-term cooling is each.ted. The effect of an increase in the RHST and.
accumulator bomn ccamentxatians to 2300-2500 ~ for the RHST and
2200 —2500 gym for the accumulators an these asp~ of the ID'nalysis
is discussed helmr.

3.2.1 Small Break IDCA

I tW~
reactor core is bxnght to a subcritical conditian hy the trip reactivity
of the contml rods. 9hexe is'no assumption require the presence of
homn in the EOCS water ar reguirirxy the negative reactivity provided by
the soluble bomn. Wus the chaoges to the RHST and acamaQ.ator
Tech-~~ covering homn concentrations do nat alter the ~usians of
tlat FSAR small break ID'nalysis.

3.2.2 Iaxge Break ID'
'f

t
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in deternun:mp reactor pm'evel during the early phases of the
hypothetical large bxcak IDCA,. ~ traditional large break IDGE analyses
performed by Westinghouse analyze the IOCA, transient to a time just beyond
the time at which peak claddixx~ temperature is calculated to occur.
During this time period the reactor is kept subcritical by the voids
present in the core. thus the changes to the RNST and accuntulator
Tech-!~~cs covering boron concentrations do nat alter the canclusiops of
the FSAR large km~ IDCA analyses.

3.2.3 Iong'ooling —Post ID'hutdown
'hw M-

that the reactor remain shutdown by the bozated EOCS water. Since cnxKt
for the control rods is not tzQcen for laxge break DXA, the borated ECCS
water provided by the RNST and aacunaQators must have a concentration
that, when mba with attmr sources of water, will result in the reactor
core zemaining mdmeitical assuming all contxol zods aut. Ghe effect on
the post-IDCL RCS/sump bcunn ccamentratian as a re.alt of changing the
mhumum Tech-Spec bozan ccementration arun 2000 to 2300 for the RNST and
fnxn 1900 to 2200 for the accumulators is shul on the attached Figures 1
and 2 for Units 1 and 2, respectively. Ghe zesult is an increase of admut
252 ~ B in the RCS/Sump bozan cancentzation. Oanfizmatian that this
posed incze~~ wi11 pzavide enough margin to keep the core subcnwtical

J J~ 'h
cycle-specific Reload Safety Analysis Chec9&ist (RBAC) evaluation process.

3.2.4 Zang~n Oooling - Baron Pxecipitatian

An analysis has been performed for DCPP Units 1 and 2 to determine the
maxi@turn boron cancentratian in the reactor vessel follmrizg a hypotheticalID'. Shia analysis cansidered a proposed mMcinaun boric acid
concentration of 2500 pgm in the RNST and accuInulatozs and 2300 pgm in the
RCS. She analysis cjansidexed the incn~e in boric acid cancentzation in
the reactor vessel during the lang texm cooling phase of a DX'A, assutning
a conservatively small effective vesse1 volume. %his volume inhuded only
the free volumes of the reactor core and u~er plenum below the bottam of
the hot leg nozzles. this assuntption consexvatively neglects the mixing
of boric acid solution with directly connected volumes, such as the
reactor vesse1 lower plenum. 9he calculation of boric acid concentration
in the reactor vessel oansiders a cold leg break of the zeactor coolant
sy.~m in which steam is generated in the core fram decay heat while the
boron associated with the boric acid solution is completely separated fram
the steam and renains in the effective vessel volume.

She results of the analysis shaw that the maxUmnn allowable boric acid
cancentxation of 23.53 weight ptmaent, which is the boric acid solubility
limit less 4 weight pmeent, willnot be exaaxRed in the vessel ifhot leg
injection is initiated 13.5 hours ader the IDCL inception. ~ operator
should zefezence this switchover time against the reactor trip/SI
actuatian signal. Gee typical time intezval between the accident
inception and the reactor trip/SI actuatian signal is negligible ~
cxxrgmmd to the switchover time.

5of 9
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ap-:gator to differentiate between break sizes ard locations. Werefore
one hat leg switchover time is used to cover the complete break spectrum.

3.2.5 Oonclusians —IDCL Analysis

The increase in the EST boron concentration fram a range of 2000 —2200
pgm to a range of 2300 —2500 pgm and adulator boron cormentrations
fnxn a range of 1900 —2200 gm to a range of 2200 —2500 pm do not have
a negative effect an the.FSAR IDCA analysis. Oore subcriticality

h
RSAC evaluation process. Current margin to the post-IDCA, shutdown

thrmrgh the normal RSAC evaluation process. We higher concentrations do
decrease the allowable time for operator actions to initiate hot leg
recirculation (19.5 hours to 13.5 hours) to prevent boron precipitation in

W . ~ . I W
to assure that those operator actians can be aaxxrpl~. Mmefore, the
higher boron cancentratians do zest have a detrimental impact an

3.3 IDCL Re1ated Design Oonsideratians

Inn~ing the boron conoentxatian in the Refueling Water Storage Tank
assr) w '

recirculating core cooling solutians. A decrease in pH can decxease the1"'wr
factor (DF), inde the rate of hydrogen production due to corrosin of
zinc (galvanize and zinc based paint) and can increme the potential f'r
chloride ixxhmed stress corrasian cracking of stainless stee1.

Based an the zdxme cansideratians, 2500 gm has been determined to be an
acceptable maxinnnn RNST and accumulator homn cormentration. Details of
the specific evaluations follow.

3.3.1 Radiological

We mixdLmum calculated spray azd sump pH values are sufficient to support
the elemerrtal iocLiLne spray mnoval coefficient ard DF assumed in the FSARi
as a result of the boron increase, and the FSAR dose analysis renains
valid. Wis conc1usion is sugported by spray and sump pH calculations.

3.3.2 Spray pH

We aunimum ca1culated spray pH is 9.5. We minhnum pH assumed to
maximize eleaantal iodine oval by sprays is 8.5 (refererxes 1 and 2) .
We calculated pH exceeds the munimum value and is considered sufficient
to s~rt the spray lambda of 31 hr-1 asmmed in the FSAR design basis
dose analysis (Table 6.2-32) .

6of 9
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3.3.3 Sump pH

Ghe calculation of the minimum equilibrium sump solution pH can..iders the
following inventory:

EST
Accumlat6rs (4)
RCS (hzp, no xenon)
Piping
Boron injectian tank
Spray additive tank

2,901,000 1b;
. 214,270 1b;

571,570 1bg
124,000 1bg

7460 Ibg
18,500 1b;

2500 ppm B
2500 ppm B
2300 pgn B
2300 @pm B

22,500 pgxn B
30 w 4 NaOH

%he rem&ting pH is 8.0, which is sufficient to support a partition
coefficient of 5000 which supports the elemental iodine DF of 100 that is
assuned in the FSAR dose analysis.

3.3.4 E ydxagen PnxIuctian

Bydrogen prcxhxxxi by the cazzasian of alununum and zinc is a function of
solutian pH. Qhe corrosion rates incorporated in the FSAR Section 6.2.5,
"Ocahustible Gas Quetzal," were assumed to he based on a spray pH of
approximately 11.0 and 2000 ~ B. ~ corrosion data provided in
Refexmxoe 3 were used to determine the effect an corrosion of reduced
spray pH. Figure-5, fran the reference, shows maxinaun zinc corrosion
rates at pH 7 anci 11 and minimum coxzasion at appnucimately pH 9. Nate
that the re8meci pH values as well as the FSAR pH values aze within the
abave range, and that the new values willalways he lower than the FSAR
values, due to the increased boron ccnmentratian, and that the lower pH
caxzasian rates willhe hounded by the FSAR rates.

She aluminum corrosion rates, pzaviiied in Figure 6 of Refexence 3,
decrease nnnatanically with decreasing pH. Hence, aluminum corrosion will
decrease with incn~ing hozan carxoezxtxatian.

Boxan concentration effects an zinc corrosion were also investigated.
Based an the method of Reference 4, a 300 pgm increase in boron
concentration, fram 2200 to 2500 pgm, resulted in a carxasian rate of fram
+1 to -6 percent, deperxULng upan temtperatuxe and pH.

Ta summarize, the xates of hydrogen genexatian due to corrosion of
aluminum and zinc, for the increased ho~decreased pH canditian, are
enveloped hy the analysis presented in the FSAR.

3.3.5 Equipnent Qualification

Ghe pronaxy oomoerns of equi'ualification are: protection of the
stainless steel ccxnponents of the energency core cooling systmn fram
chloride induced stress corrasian cracking; failures of electrical
cxxtponents xe~aQ to apmate post-accident; and failures of containment
coatings whiW could jeopardize the EOCS by flaking or peeling off,
clogging the emergency sump and ather flaw paths, and thus restrict the
flaw of eIM zgency care cooling water.
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3.3.6 Pmtectian of Stainless Steel

solution pH abave 7.5 (Reference 5). Jhe NRC recxmaends a solution ph in
the rarge of 7~ 9.5 (Reference 6) . She minimum calculated sump solution
l

3.3.7 . Electrical

Electrical eqo~ent is Smted to determine the ability of amponent seals

nxnponent. To maximize the challenge,to the seal materials, high pH
sprays, in the range of 8 to 11, have tzmRitionally been used. For all
modes of EOCS agitation, the solutian pH with irxmesed boron

I
1 I t

langer post-accident service life in a 1awer pH (in the caustic rarge)
eIIviranHRnt~

3.3.8

P P

equigtent, coating~ are tested with a high pH solutian to maximize the
potential deterioration of the coating and are expected to shor better
resistance to lower pH solutians.

3.3.9 Referee's for ID'elated Design Oonsideratians

1. "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Power Plants," NUREG-75/087, Section 6.5.2, Novez~, 1975.

2. "Standard Revim Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for
Nuclear Pa|mr Plaxxtsn, NURZG-0800, Sectian 6.5.2 Duly 1981

y ~ ayah
and Zinc During Post-Accident Ocexlitians," WCAP-8776,
nonproprietary, April, 1976.

4. '~ Relative Importance of Tmpexature, pH and Boric Acid
Oancentration on Rates of H~ Production fram Galvanized Stee3.
Ooxmsion " NURJX/CR-2812, Hcmnnber, 1983.

5. "Stress Oorrosion Testing" ~ RE~7628 ~ non-proprietary g DBcx&9362 /
1970.

6. Branch Technical Positian MZKB 6-1, "pH f'r Eaargency Ooolant Water
for RR's"
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4.0 SUMKQK AND CGNCQJSIQNS

Me prop:wed inde in the EST ~9 accumulator allowable bcaxn
concentration limits to 2300 —2500 ~ for the EST ard 2200 —2500 ppn for
the acnuoulators has been assessed ~ a safety standpoint. Based on the
results of the foregoing safety evaluations, it is cxamluded the pv~sed
boron concentration increases willhave no adverse impact on the nun-IGCA
Accident Analysis, .the IOCL Analysis or IDGE Related Design Consideration and
is thus a~able for implenentation at DCPP Units 1 and 2. Confirmation
that the boron concentration inurn.ases willpride enough margin to meet

Wdl
h ~ p
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Attachment C

E HNI I N /4.2.2

DIFI TI F I RE
ELAXIN E IRD LINE E MENT

A. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT REQUEST

This license amendment request (LAR) proposes to modify Technical
Specification 3/4.2.2, Figure 3.2-2, "K(Z) — Normalized FQ(Z) as a
Function of Core Height," by relaxing that part of the present curve
termed the "third line segment" (from 10.8 to 12.0 feet above the bottom
of the core).

The proposed change to the Technical Specifications of Operating License
Nos. DPR-80 and DPR-82 is noted in the marked-up copy of the applicable
Technical Specification (Attachment Cl).

B. JUSTIFICATION

Figure 3.2-2 in the Technical Specifications defines the function K(Z),
the normalized heat flux hot channel factor, as a function of core
height. Near the top of the core, 10.8 to 12.0 ft., K(Z) presently
decreases rapidly from 0.94 to 0.43. This could make it necessary to
reduce thermal power near the end of cycles for upcoming core loading
patterns in Units 1 and 2 in order to maintain the heat flux hot channel
factor within the limits required by Technical Specification 3.2.2. A
recent small break LOCA reanalysis by Westinghouse has shown that the
present rapid decrease in K(Z) near the top of the core can be relaxed.
This relaxation will reduce the likelihood of incurring a power penalty
as required by Action a. of Technical Specification 3.2.2.

The small break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) was recently reanalyzed
by Westinghouse. This reanalysis was performed using the NRC approved
Westinghouse Small Break LOCA Evaluation Model with NOTRUMP
(WCAP-10054-P-A). The reanalysis was performed at a power level of 3411
MWt for Unit 2 and 3338 HWt for Unit 1, ten percent steam generator tube
plugging and 850 cubic feet of water per accumulator. Also, 17xl7
standard fuel was modeled, including relaxation of the third line segment
for the K(Z) curve.

The three, four and six inch diameter break sizes were analyzed for
Unit 2, as well as the limiting of these three for Unit 1. The worst
case was the four-inch diameter break size. This resulted in a peak
cladding temperature of 1288'F for Unit 2 and 1244 F for Unit 1. These
results are well below the peak cladding temperature limit of 2200 F

specified in 10 CFR 50.46.

Since the results of the reanalysis are well within the peak cladding
temperature limit of 10 CFR 50.46 the K(Z) curve can be modified to
eliminate the "third line segment."

1347S/0049K
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C. SAFETY EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the hazards considerations involved with the
proposed amendment, focusing on the three standards set forth in
10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below:

The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to
the procedures in paragraph 50.91, that a proposed
amendment to an operating license for a faci lity licensed
under paragraph 50.21(b) or paragraph 50.22 or for a
testing facility involves no significant hazards
considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance
with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The following evaluation is provided for the no significant hazards
consideration standards.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

This LAR proposes to revise Technical Specification Figure 3.2-2,
"K(Z) — Normalized Fg(Z) as a Function of Core Height", by relaxing
the third line segment of the curve. The proposed relaxation of the
third line segment is based on a Hestinghouse small break LOCA
reanalysis. This reanalysis was performed using the NRC approved
Hestinghouse Small Break LOCA Evaluation Model with NOTRUMP. The
analysis shows that the worst case peak cladding temperatures are
less than 1300'F, which is well within the 2200'F limit in
10 CFR 50.46. Therefore, this change does not involve an increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from an accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not necessitate physical alteration of the
plant or changes to operating procedures. Therefore, the change does
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does the change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

As indicated above, Hestinghouse performed a small break LOCA

reanalysis using an NRC approved model. The results of this analysis
which included relaxation of the third line segment for the K(Z)

1347S/0049K





curve were well within the peak cladding temperature limits of 10 CFR
50.46. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

D. NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION DETERMINATION

Based on the above safety evaluation, PGandE concludes that the
activities associated with this license amendment request satisfy the no
significant hazards consideration standards of 10 CFR 50.92(c) and,
accordingly, a no significant hazards consideration finding is justified.

E. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION

PGandE has evaluated the proposed change and determined that the change
does not involve (i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a
significant change in the types or significant increase in the amounts of
any effluents that may be released offsite, or (iii) a significant
increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.
Accordingly, the proposed change meets the eligibility criterion for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore,
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), an environmental assessment of the proposed
change is not required.

1347S/0049K
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Attachment Cl

ARKEO- P TE H I L IFI TI N

REN VE

Page 3/4 2-6 Page 3/4 2-6
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